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A boom in wind and renewable energy construction is set to take place as
projects commence growing exponentially across Australia over the next
decade where many indigenous and regional workers have the potential
to benefit however, a comprehensive culture of safety is critical from the
outset as is the commitment from government and industry to sponsor
meaningful employment and training pathways.

The Australian Wind Construction Safety Conference aims to assist the
renewables, construction, engineering, and services sector in the planning
and implementation of major projects facilitated under the shared
objective of building resilience into remote projects and establishing a
baseline in safety performance whilst creating a training pathway for
regional and indigenous workers. 

Delivered via live virtual video streaming allowing you to connect, engage,
network, and have live face to face group and one on one discussions, the
objective of the Australian Wind Construction Safety Conference is to
promote industry awareness and the relationship safety performance
holds with the key elements of project H&S frameworks.

 

 
 

The Australian Wind Construction Collective is a collaboration of industry
leaders participating in Yaamagara - an Australian Wind Construction
Collective initiative established under the shared objective of building
resilience into remote projects and establishing baseline in safety
performance whilst creating a training pathway for regional and indigenous
workers.

With Yaamagara phase 1 complete, the Australian Wind Construction
Collective was formalised by Risk Services Australia in collaboration with
Wright Training and Aboriginal Insights to fund the Australian Wind
Construction Safety Conference 2022 - a conference designed to promote
industry awareness of the performance in wind construction and to support
tangible positive outcomes in training and employment.
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Reinforce your company’s profile around Australia and Internationally;
Instantly reach and present your business to 200+ industry delegates;
Highlight your place in the industry;
Explore opportunities;
Network and develop partnerships; 
Exhibit your products/services; and
Coverage Australia-wide – print, radio, and social media.  

The Australian Wind Construction Collective invites your business to
participate in the Australian Wind Construction Safety Conference held
online on May 19, 2022.

Conference sponsorship identifies your company as an industry leader
and provides a powerful opportunity to increase your brand’s visibility via
direct live face to face communications with industry speakers and all
attendees including sponsorship speaking and exhibition space privileges
and inclusion in conference multi-media marketing.

The Australian Wind Construction Collective is designed as an event to
assist the renewables, construction, engineering, and services sector in
the planning and implementation of major projects.

We expect the Australian Wind Construction Safety Conference will be
attended by CEO’s, managing directors, and business executives across
Australia and internationally. The nature of the conference along with
world-class technology via live video streaming, means delegates are
presented an unsurpassed opportunity to connect, engage, network, and
most importantly discuss the issues via live face to face private/public
meetings with all presenters, delegates, exhibitors and sponsors.

SPONSORSHIP INVITATION
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PRESENTING SPEAKERS & THEMES

The Scene: Industry performance in working remotely. Presented by Pierre De Villiers.
Wind turbines are increasingly placed in remote areas far away from established medical facilities and townships.
The remoteness of many current and future wind power facilities means workers must have a higher-than-
average degree of self-reliance and be thoroughly coached in all aspects of safety. Having overseen the
installation of over 1000 wind turbines and been instrumental in supporting industry best practice via the
adoption of safety and risk management, Pierre will discuss industry performance in working remotely and safely,
and the challenges of remote and regional work in the context of safety culture and leadership.

About Pierre De Villiers.
With a context of well balanced and successful experience across the globe, Pierre has operated successfully in a
variety of complex industrial environments and cultural settings. An active critical thinker who always is looking
to improve and add value to business and customers, Pierre has spoken at many industry events across Europe
including Global Contractor forums for both GE and Vestas as well as being featured in the Quality World
publications both as a committee member and industry expert.

The Values: Cultural Values, Australian Values. Presented by Jolleen Hicks.
Australia is on a Reconciliation journey that involves identifying and supporting opportunities for Indigenous
Australians to participate in industries like the Wind Industry through training, employment, education, and
business opportunities. The Wind Industry promotes strong values around safety and Aboriginal cultures are
based on collective responsibilities and obligations that place family first. Jolleen Hicks will speak about how the
Wind Industry can be a leader in Reconciliation by taking actions that will support and empower Aboriginal
Australians to take a respectful place in this industry as stakeholders, employees, businesses, cultural advisors,
and partners

About Jolleen Hicks.
Jolleen is a Ngarluma and Yindjibarndi Aboriginal woman from Roebourne in the Pilbara region of Western
Australia. With a background in leadership, law, business, and Aboriginal engagement with over twenty separate
Aboriginal cultural groups in Australia; leadership; and business. Jolleen believes that Reconciliation cannot be
achieved without understanding; recognition; and respect between Aboriginal people’s and non-Aboriginal
people.

The Strategy: Australian Values, Project Values, Leading frameworks, Leading industry practices. 
Presented by James Thomas.
Australia is on the cusp of a significant level of onshore wind turbine construction. Studies show minimal
experience amongst operators and crane crews in specialised lifts and working in remote areas requires workers
have high degrees of self-reliance and autonomy and with that, companies require the values, leadership, H&S
standards and in turn, a baseline in safety performance. With this, and the absence of and industry set guidelines,
James’ session will focus on major project H&S frameworks by introducing the key elements in organisational
strategy and leadership that create value and establish leadership visible commitment and deliver a bespoke
strategy that drives performance in managing the risk profile.

About James Thomas.
James Thomas is a proud Australian, husband, father, cancer survivor, major project industry leader. Multiple
formal qualifications in safety, crane operations supervision and specialised lift planning underpin a track record
in achieving strategic outcomes in safety performance on multi-national portfolios, and multi-billion dollar
projects in LNG, Resources & Power Generation across Australia, New Zealand, and Samoa.
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PRESENTING SPEAKERS & THEMES

The Training in Turbine: Industry performance in training needs analysis of turbine access and rescue
planning. Presented by Claire Wright.
Claire Wright will discuss the disparity between industry performance and the certification being provided to the
wind industry and how technicians are not receiving industry focused training which increases the frequency and
severity of incidents onsite therefore making them a liability in the wind construction sector. Claire will explain
how Emergency Response Plans should provide an overall summary of the actions to be taken in managing an
incident and how the majority of most rescue plans are minimal at best making the reliance on in-field
technicians vital to the safety of all personnel onsite. In this session, Claire will outline best practice in both
training and rescue planning to ensure projects can meet the legal obligations of rescue planning as well as
maintaining those standards leading a project to success.

About Claire Wright.
Claire is recognised as a leader in the field of heights access and rescue in the wind industry accredited through
the Global Wind Organisation and Australian Skills Quality Authority. She currently leads a team of passionate
trainers driving best practice standards to wind industry stakeholders to ensure the safety of those in the field. 

The Cost of complacency: The social cost of corporate complacency and societal solutions. 
Presented by Patrizia Cassaniti.
Patrizia Cassaniti shares the crucial lessons everyone in construction, manufacturing and engineering need to
hear to shift out complacency and create a safe working environment for themselves and all their work mates.
Her devastating story is of a tragedy that was never an accident, but an incident waiting to happen, all because of
complacency from leadership influence on a project that took her 18-year-old son’s life leading her to create the
Touched by Christopher Foundation. Patrizia will take delegates on an emotional and inspiring journey with this
powerful and potentially life-saving session where the usual ‘she’ll be right mate’ or ‘it won’t happen to me’
situation will make all leaders evaluate their approach to project planning, leadership team resourcing, and the
potential impacts theses decisions have on everyday families.

About Patrizia Cassaniti.
Patrizia is an International award-winning work health and safety advocate with a compelling and confronting life
story. In 2021, she won the Gold Stevie award as Maverick of the year, which recognizes the achievements of
female individuals who have affected positive change on their companies and/or industries and was recognized as
Top 100 Women in Construction.

The Community: Contractor success in regional and Indigenous communities. Presented by Ramone Close.
Ramone Close takes delegates on an employment and business journey through the lens of an Aboriginal person
who understands the Aboriginal and Western world and the demands and difficulties faced on both sides of the
fence. Ramone will discuss the challenges as a business owner working within Aboriginal communities and how to
overcome those challenges including working with the ideologies and constructs within ‘Westernised’ business
frameworks. Ramone’s business principles of ‘capacity building, culture and care’ will guide attendees through
what works and what doesn’t in employing Aboriginal people in remote communities.

About Ramone Close.
Ramone believes ‘finding someone a job can change their life’ and this motto drives Ramone to form great
relationships with communities to provide long-term employment opportunities. Ramone created an Indigenous
business in Cherbourg which provides employment opportunities for the local Indigenous community and over
the past 5 years, Ramone has created and implemented several community projects to affect positive change and
to better understand the socio-economic challenges Aboriginal people face in urban and rural communities.
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PRESENTING SPEAKERS & THEMES

The Community: Projects performance in community engagement. Presented by Peter Remfrey.
In the past, regionally focused project organisations haven’t had the appetite or engagement for localised
Indigenous employment especially within a soft employment market and in-turn the majority of Indigenous
communities within resource rich areas are left behind as the pressure to produce gains momentum. With the
real long term benefit of local Indigenous workforce development and the need for both project owners and
subcontractors to engage locally prior to the commencement a project, Peter’s session will focus on how to
engage with local traditional owners and community stakeholders on a holistic level and how organisations need
to engage with those who possess a deep understanding of the area where projects are being developed.  

About Peter Remfrey.
Peter is the Chief Executive Officer of the Tarntipi Group of Companies and is a proud Tiwi Man of non-Indigenous
descent from Wurrumiyanga on Bathurst Island in the Northern Territory. With a mission to inspire 1,000
Indigenous employees to break generational welfare dependency by 2030 and possessing over 25 years’
experience in specific senior management roles across both Non-Government Organisations (NGO) and private
Industry, Peter’s primarily focused is not only employment but extensive workforce development including, but
not limited to cultural preservation programs and socioeconomic growth.

Leadership: Performance under pressure. Presented by Anton Guinea.
Whether it on a wind turbine project, or in life, things go boom and it’s the leaders on the front line who need to
deal with every boom situation and do it with control, care, and courage. Anton Guinea takes delegates on his life
changing journey starting with his own workplace accident which lead him to create the Guinea Group. Anton’s
session will discuss how to be more resilient and cope with the daily stress that comes with leading others. He
will talk about how leadership should be based on conscious control by creating a safe space for workers to
engage in the process and share their ideas and opinions without the fear of retribution, ridicule, or resentment
thus creating a culture of communication and reporting, where everyone in the organisation is willing to report,
and talk about safety, and report incidents, in a no blame and no shame approach.
 
About Anton Guinea.
Anton is an entrepreneur, speaker, consultant, best selling author and founder of The Guinea Group. Over the
past 15 years, with over 150+ global organisations, he has inspired workplace leadership, safety, and cultural
change. He’s achieved this by combining his corporate expertise, education (Bachelor of Psychology), and
infectious energy.
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Presenting Partner i.e. The Australian Wind Construction Safety Conference proudly
sponsored by (insert business name).
Company logo and name of business on media releases and all marketing material
including media advertising, conference website, poster, social media, MC background,
and major branding placement on live conference streaming platform.
Seven (7) minute live presentation and/or video recording to all attendees at the
beginning of conference.
Specific VIP live face to face private meeting room for your business only.
Business mention, logo, and links to website across all multi-media.
Handouts x 3 of business brochures / pamphlets and/or capability statements on live
streaming conference platform.
Access to book appointments and have private face to face meetings with attendees,
presenters, and other sponsors.
Business branding for delegate live face to face meetings on one (1) dedicated networking
table.
Business branding throughout entire conference including a description of company and
links to website and at the beginning of all conference sessions.
Exhibition Virtual Booth at conference (live face to face meetings 7+ people) and booth
branding.
Write-up about company on the Australian Wind Construction Safety Conference website
including links to website.
Company branding throughout conference including description of company and links to
business website.
Unlimited attendance for staff members.
Five (5) complementary tickets for business clients to attend conference.
Regular verbal recognition throughout the conference.

Three (3) minute live and/or recorded video presentation to all attendees during
conference.
Exhibition Virtual Booth at conference (live face to face meetings 7+ people) and booth
branding.
Company logo on all social media and media advertisement marketing materials. 
Write-up about company on the Australian Wind Construction Safety Conference website
including links to website.
Handouts x 1 of business brochure / pamphlet or capability statement on live streaming
conference platform.
Regular verbal recognition throughout the conference.
Complimentary attendance for up to  three (3) staff members.

Company logo on social media marketing only.
Business branding on sliding screen throughout conference.
Business logo and links to company website at conference and on conference website.
Two (2) tickets to attend conference.

MAJOR SPONSOR (PRESENTING PARTNER): $6000 +GST 

SUPPORTER SPONSORSHIP PACKAGE:  $3700 +GST (only 4 available)  

BRANDING PACKAGES - $1800 +GST (only 6 available)

 

SPONSORSHIP PACKAGES
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AUSTRALIAN WIND CONSTRUCTION
SAFETY CONFERENCE 2022

SPONSORSHIP APPLICATION

Please tick the preferred package.  

Major Sponsor            Supporting Sponsor             Branding Sponsor           

Contact Person ...........................................................................................

Company .....................................................................................................

Postal Address .............................................................................................

Email ............................................................................................................

Phone ...........................................................................................................

 
Please accept this completed application form for sponsorship of the
Australian Wind Construction Safety Conference 2022 on May 19, 2022.  I
have read and agreed to all terms and conditions.  I warrant that I am
authorised to sign on behalf of the sponsor listed on the Sponsorship
Application above and all information provided is complete and accurate.

(Signed on behalf of sponsor)

Name ........................................             Position ........................................

Signed .......................................             Date .............................................

Please send signed sponsorship form to james@riskservicesaustralia.com.au 



AUSTRALIAN WINDCONSTRUCTION
SAFETY CONFERENCE 2022

TERMS & CONDITIONS

Please note: As there is limited availability in each sponsorship category,
sponsorship applications will be reviewed and offers will be granted on a 
first-received basis.

Sponsorship will be considered and allocated only after receipt of signed
sponsorship application form.

All sponsors must engage in behaviours at the conference aligned with the core
values of the Australian Wind Construction Collective . These values are shared
across all stakeholders to ensure effective partnerships:

Business excellence & commitment to promoting a genuine safety culture
Environmentally responsible behaviour and respect for individual and stakeholder
rights. Highest standards of corporate governance and unquestionable ethics.

A confirmation email will be provided to sponsors upon receipt of a signed
sponsorship application.  The confirmation email will request a deposit into the
Australian Wind Construction Collective account. An invoice will be sent and full
payment is required within 14 days of the invoice being issued.

In the event of sponsorship cancellation or withdrawal by the sponsor, the
Australian Wind Construction Collective reserves the right to retain 50 per cent of
sponsorship paid. All cancellations must be advised in writing. In case of
sponsorship exchange, sponsors must negotiate and receive written approval
from the Australian Wind Construction Collective prior to assigning, subletting, or
appointing the whole or any party.

The Australian Wind Construction Collective intends to host the event via a live
video conference streaming platform.  The Australian Wind Construction Collective  
endeavour to present all aspects of the conference accordingly but takes no
responsibility for breakdowns, loss, freezing, or drop-out of the live video stream
platform during presentations including computer or device malfunction during
presenter presentations.

The Australian Wind Construction Collective reserves the right to review all
marketing material provided by a sponsor and may refuse to market products or
services they deem objectionable or unsuitable for the event.


